Abstract. A uni ed framework is presented for a fully parallel solution of large, sparse nonsymmetric linear systems on distributed memory multiprocessors. Unlike earlier work, both symbolic and numeric steps are parallelized. Parallel Cartesian Nested Dissection is used to compute a ll-reducing ordering of A using a compact representation of the column intersection graph, and the resulting separator tree is used to estimate the structure of the factor and to distribute data and perform multifrontal numeric computations. When the matrix is nonsymmetric but square, the numeric computations involve Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting; when the matrix is overdetermined, row oriented Householder transforms are applied to compute the triangular factor of an orthogonal factorization. Extensive empirical results are provided to demonstrate that the approach is e ective both in preserving sparsity and achieving good parallel performance on an Intel iPSC/860.
1. Introduction. A fully parallel solution of large sparse linear systems using direct methods is required in many scienti c and engineering applications. We develop and implement a suite of parallel algorithms for this problem when the matrix is nonsymmetric and either square or overdetermined. Our main contribution is the rst fully parallel formulation of both symbolic and numeric steps and extensive empirical results which demonstrate that the overall scheme is e ective both in terms of preserving sparsity during the solution process and achieving good parallel performance. These results establish that the uni ed approach to nonsymmetric sparse factorization successfully extends our earlier work on symmetric positive de nite systems to provide a complete suite of simple parallel algorithms for sparse linear systems. The overall framework has the added advantage of allowing easy incorporation of other methods that may serve to enhance performance of the key steps in the solution process.
Consider the solution of a system of linear equations Ax = b, where A is an m n matrix. When m = n, the matrix can be transformed to upper triangular form U by Gaussian elimination. When m > n, an orthogonal decomposition A = QR can be computed to obtain the upper triangular factor R. In either case, the upper triangular matrix is used to obtain a solution to the linear system.
When the matrix A is sparse, the numeric computations are preceded by a symbolic step to order the columns so that the factor su ers low ll, i.e., few of the zeroes of A become nonzero. The column ordering can be induced by applying a ll-reducing heuristic 14, 16] to G \ (A), a column intersection graph of A which represents the structure of the matrix A T A under assumption of no numeric cancellation. A fully parallel solution requires parallelization of both symbolic and numeric steps. Computing an ordering in parallel is a very hard problem but Cartesian Nested Dissection (henceforth, abbreviated to CND) is an e ective parallel method for sparse matrices associated with an embedding in Euclidean space 24, 26] . We extend this CND heuristic to compute e ciently a column order for a nonsymmetric matrix A using a compact representation of the column intersection graph. We formulate parallel algorithms to estimate the structure of the factor and to perform numeric computations using a separator tree that is available after nested dissection.
Numeric computations for both Gaussian elimination and orthogonal factorization are similar when viewed as A i = M i A i?1 for i = 1; 2; : : :; n where A 0 = A and the matrices M i are suitably de ned so that A n = M n M n?1 A is upper triangular. The matrix A n corresponds to U in the case of Gaussian elimination and R in the case of orthogonal transformations. At rst glance, preservering sparsity during factorization and estimating the structure of the factor for the sparse solution of a square nonsymmetric system with Gaussian elimination and partial pivoting may seem rather di erent from computing the factor R for an orthogonal factorization when the matrix is overdetermined. But a graph-theoretic model shows that these issues can be resolved in much the same manner for both numeric schemes. The graph-theoretic model of nonsymmetric sparse matrix factorization evolved as a tool for understanding the exact nonzero structure of the factor and several variants are possible. We refer the reader our earlier report 38] where we use the characterization developed by Gilbert and Ng 20] to reveal the similarities for either numeric scheme and to motivate the development of our algorithms in Section 2.
We formulate algorithms for distributed memory machines in Section 2. Section 3 contains key empirical results. We rst show that our formulation of CND for nonsymmetric matrices is e ective as a ll-reducing strategy by comparing the ll incurred to that of well known sequential methods. We also provide parallel execution times for ordering and symbolic factorization. We continue with a report and discussion of the parallel performance of both distributed orthogonal factorization and Gaussian elimination on the Intel iPSC/860 with 8-128 processors. The empirical results of previous work on distributed orthogonal factorization has been limited to 32 processors and is based on serial execution of symbolic steps. Secondly, our work provides the rst study of the performance of distributed Gaussian elimination with row pivoting on an MIMD machine with a large number of processors. Our results on the Intel iPSC/860 show this scheme to be viable despite the extra communication associated with pivoting, which is amortized over a lower arithmetic cost than orthogonal factorization. Section 4 contains concluding remarks. The remaining part of this section contains notation and an overview of related research.
We assume that the matrix A has m rows, n columns (m n), rank n and a zerofree diagonal. We use the letter F to denote the triangular factor; F corresponds to U for Gaussian elimination and to R for orthogonal factorization. We also use NCND to denote CND for nonsymmetric matrices and P to denote the total number of processors.
1.1. Related research. Our work is based on methods developed earlier by several researchers for solving nonsymmetric systems. A central idea 14, 16] is that of formulating the symbolic steps in terms of those for computing the Cholesky factor of A T A. Serial algorithms to compute a ll-reducing ordering for a nonsymmetric sparse matrix A and to predict the structure of the factor using an elimination tree have been developed by several researchers 14, 16, 40] . In the Sparspak implementation 12] the column intersection graph is explicitly constructed and then ordered using heuristics suitable for a symmetric matrix whereas, in the Matlab implementation 19] an implicit representation of the column intersection graph is used. Our parallel ordering algorithm for nonsymmetric matrices uses our parallel CND 24, 39] for symmetric matrices on a compact representation of the column intersection graph; the latter is not constructed explicitly. Our uni ed approach for either Gaussian elimination or orthogonal factorization was motivated in part by the work of George and Ng 13] . A statement of sparse numeric computations as a sequence of dense matrix operations is the multifrontal method of Du and Reid 7, 8] and later used for orthogonal factorization by other researchers 31, 32] . Our parallel numeric schemes employ distributed multifrontal methods.
We now discuss our work in the context of other research on parallel solution of sparse linear systems using distributed memory machines. In broad terms, a key distinguishing feature of our work is that we consider parallel algorithms for both symbolic and numeric computations, whereas, most other work deals with the parallelization of numeric computations given serial computation of symbolic steps. A notable exception is the work of Zmijewski who develops a fully parallel scheme for symmetric positive de nite systems in his thesis 44, 22, 45] . Our work resembles this in being a fully parallel scheme based on parallel nested dissection but the major di erence lies in the nested dissection heuristics employed. Our parallel Cartesian nested dissection is suitable only for problems associated with an embedding in Euclidean space and hence is less general than the partitioning algorithm of Zmijewski and Gilbert 44, 22] . However, the latter is not suitable for large problems because it requires O(m) storage at a processor, where m is the total number of nonzeroes in the symmetric matrix.
With respect to parallel numeric algorithms, there is substantial similarity in all approaches. Owing to the large communication to computation ratio on available multiprocessors, all parallel numeric algorithms are coarse grained in the sense that computing tasks are associated with a single column or groups of columns of the factor as opposed to a few nonzeroes of the factor. For such a granularity of computation the underlying data dependencies are represented by a tree structure. As a consequence, all approaches have in common the problem of e ectively distributing data and tasks for tree structured parallel computation. Researchers have considered both SIMD and MIMD machines and although both load balance and low communication are desired in either case, there are substantial di erences in the implementations. For SIMD machines, a data transfer ties up all processors even if only one is active, whereas, in MIMD machines a processor can transfer data while others are computing.
Gilbert and Schreiber 21] and Kratzer 28, 29] have studied numeric factorization on SIMD machines. Gilbert and Schreiber develop a method to map to processors a set of dense matrix operations in a single level across the task tree of parallel multifrontal LU factorization for symmetric A. Kratzer 29] considers the same problem for nonsymmetric A without pivoting for numerical stability. The methods developed use the interconnections on an underlying grid of processors to restrict communication along certain axes of the machine. Kratzer 28] also considers sparse orthogonal factorization using a column oriented approach where the machine is treated as a`pipe-line' to restrict communication to nearest neighbors. This column oriented approach is substantially di erent from the earlier multifrontal approach 21, 29] which is conceptually similar to some methods for MIMD machines.
Early research on sparse factorization on MIMD machines, reviewed by Heath et al 23] considers column oriented methods for sparse Cholesky factorization. A key idea that resulted is the subtree-to-subcube map of of George et al 15] in which disjoint subtrees at a given level of the task tree are mapped to disjoint processor subsets of equal size; these subsets arè subcubes' in a hypercube multiprocessor. In later work 35, 37] re nements to the subtreeto-subcube map are considered in which the size of a processor subset is chosen in proportion to the total arithmetic work in the subtree. However, such a re nement requires, a priori, the structure of the factor and an estimate of arithmetic work. Finally, several researchers have shown that multifrontal schemes i.e., methods using a sequence of dense matrix computations as opposed to column oriented methods, perform well on MIMD machines 1, 25, 35] . Several researchers have considered task and data allocation for distributed orthogonal factorization using a precomputed ordering 4, 5, 33, 37, 43] . Chu and George 4] and Plassmann 33] consider row oriented schemes. In the work of Chu and George 4], Givens rotations are applied using the subtree-to-subcube mapping in while Plassmann 33] considers a new row to processor map for which the total arithmetic work (for a given problem and a given ordering) increases with the number of processors. Raghavan 37] develops a rst distributed multifrontal implementation of orthogonal factorization in which row oriented Householder transforms (which lead to one half the total number of multiplications as that of a scheme using Givens rotations 11]) are applied in conjunction with the proportionally re ned subtree-tosubcube map. More recent work of Coleman and Sun 5, 43] on distributed multifrontal orthogonal factorization involves Givens transforms, the proportionally re ned subtree-to-subcube map, and an arrangement of processor subsets into`rings' to achieve lower communication overheads by passing the update matrix along the ring. The performance of sparse Gaussian elimination (with pivoting) on MIMD machines has not been studied.
In this paper, we provide a uni ed, parallel scheme for the nonsymmetric case in which all major steps are performed e ectively in parallel as shown by the performance of our implementation on 8-128 processors of the Intel iPSC/860. Our current work is closely related to our earlier work for symmetric positive de nite systems 25, 26] as well as to the work in 37]. The simple formulation is exible and can easily accommodate newer methods that may be developed for both task allocation and e cient distributed dense computations as discussed in Section 4.
2. Algorithms. We now present a brief overview of the extensions to CND required for computing an ordering for nonsymmetric sparse matrices. We also describe distributed algorithms to compute the structure of the factor and to perform numeric computations for either Gaussian elimination or orthogonal factorization.
The main step in nested dissection is that of computing a separator of small size that splits the original graph into subgraphs of nearly equal size. CND utilizes an embedding of the columns of the matrix (or equivalently, an embedding of the graph of the matrix) in two or three dimensional Euclidean space to compute a separator induced by either a line or a plane along one of the coordinate axes. To do so, edges in the graph are treated as intervals given by the coordinates of vertices at end points of the edge. An estimate is computed for coordinates in a subrange along each dimension; (i) is an upper bound on the size of the separator that will be induced by the line or plane passing through coordinate value i. The subrange of coordinates is selected to ensure that any separating line or plane will induce subgraphs containing at least times the total number of vertices where , the balance factor, is a fraction speci ed by the user. The line or plane corresponds to the coordinate with the smallest value of the estimate . Such computation has been e ectively parallelized and shown to be e ective with respect to sparsity preservation for symmetric matrices in 24, 26] .
The NCND algorithm can be naturally derived from CND if a suitable compact representation can be found for the column intersection graph. Each row in a nonsymmetric graph A corresponds to a clique in the column intersection graph and in NCND, each such clique is represented by a suitable interval. Along a given dimension, a row is represented by a \macro-interval," which corresponds to the edge in the clique that leads to the largest interval. The macro-interval contains pointers to identify the members of the clique, and such macro-intervals are stored along each dimension for each row of A, leading to storage and computation costs proportional to j A j. Such a representation leads to the computation of width-2 separators when CND is applied; the notion of width -2 separators is de ned in 17]. The parallel aspects are similar to those for the symmetric case and hence are not described. A key feature of the parallel algorithm is that an expensive initial mapping of data is not required. Instead, it su ces if each processor gets approximately equal numbers of nonzeroes (edges) of the matrix. Processors cooperate in a distributed phase of NCND to identify P subgraphs, and data are redistributed so that each subgraph is mapped to a single processor. Each processor then applies NCND to its local subgraph, and nally the matrix is permuted according to the computed column ordering. Of course, any serial ordering heuristic can be applied to the local subgraph but in our current implementation we continue to use NCND.
If a di erent heuristic is applied to the local subgraph, the exact ordering and hence the total arithmetic work could vary substantially depending on the number of processors used. By continuing to use NCND for the local subgraph, the total arithmetic work is the same for di ering numbers of processors and it is meaningful to use execution times to study parallel performance.
The nested dissection ordering results in a separator tree whose nodes contain separators in G \ (A). If S is a separator, then columns in the set S form a chain (i.e, are numbered consecutively) and we use rep(S) to denote the smallest numbered one; rep(S) is also used to denote the corresponding node in the separator tree. If S dissects some component G into components G 1 ; G 2 ; : : :; G l , then node corresponding to the rst separator of each of these components is made the child of rep(S) in the separator tree. In this work we consider separator trees in which each node has at most two children, i.e., a separator creates at most two components. The separator tree of G \ (A) is a fundamental supernode tree under the assumption of minimal separators. Our distributed algorithms are based on the subtree-to-subcube assignment 15] on the separator tree. Let the total number of processors, denoted by P, be a power of two, and let 0 ; : : :; P?1 denote processors. If p processors are assigned to subtree rooted at rep(S), then if p > 1, each subtree rooted at a child of rep(S) is assigned p=2 processors. This partition is applied recursively starting at the root with P processors, until a subtree, which we call a local phase subtree, is assigned to exactly one processor. Each processor performs computations in its local phase subtree independently. If the subtree at rep(S) is assigned the set of processors P S , then, all processors in P S cooperate to perform computations associated with rep(S).
A column to processor map can be naturally derived from the partitioning of the separator tree. Columns in a local phase subtree are assigned to the corresponding processor and columns in a separator S are wrap-mapped to processors in P S when rep(S) is assigned to the set of processors P S . The problem of mapping rows to processors still remains but can be easily derived. Let (i) denote the processor to which column i is mapped and S i denote the separator containing column i. For any row r, let first(r) denote the lowest numbered column in which row r contains a nonzero. We map row r to processor (first(r)) and we refer to this mapping by saying that row r is associated with the separator subtree rooted at rep(S first(r) ). The correctness of the generic distributed tree structured algorithm for the data assignment is established in 38].
2.1. Computing the row structure of the factor. Let f i denote the structure of the i-th row of the factor F. In a distributed algorithm, sets that contain f i can be computed by a simple merging scheme on the separator tree. Let struc(k) denote the set of columns having nonzeroes in row k; likewise, if X is a set, let struc(X) denote the union of column sets containing nonzeroes over all rows in X. For a separator S, denote by newrows(S), the set of rows whose rst nonzero is in any of the columns in S; these are a set of rows that have not been processed earlier. Also, let children(S) denote the separators that are immediate descendants of S in the separator tree. We next de ne struc(S) = struc (children (S)) struc (newrows (S)) n fj : j < rep(S)g. For any i 2 S, de ne struc(i) as struc(S)nfj : j < ig.
Then it can be easily shown that f i struc(i) 38]. The struc sets corresponding to each separator are computed in parallel using the generic distributed tree structured algorithm with the computation being that of merging sets. Each processor initially computes the structure of the separators in its local tree in parallel, without any communication. Based on its data, each processor i also computes the partial structure of separators on the path from its local phase subtree to the root. The complete structure of these separators is obtained by applying the distributed tree structured algorithm with the computation being that of merging sets.
Consider the total size of the struc sets over all separators in a local phase subtree; let C L denote the largest value over all processors. Let C D denote the maximum size of a struc set in the distributed phase. For P processors, the computational complexity at a processor is 2.2. Computing the factor. The rows of the factor are computed by processing each separator. Processing a separator S = fi; i + 1; : : :; i + qg completes the formation of rows i; i + 1; : : :; i + q of the factor. When S is a leaf separator, de ne R S as the set of rows whose rst nonzero is in any of the columns in S, i.e. the set newrows(S). We treat the set of rows in R S as forming a dense submatrix in columns given by struc(S). The numeric computation associated with S corresponds to Gaussian elimination (with row pivoting) 42] or row oriented Householder transforms 11] to form rows of the factor F for values in S. At the end of this process, the rst jSj rows are completely processed. LetR S denote the remaining rows. When S is not a leaf separator, we de ne R S as the union of the sets of rows that remain at children separators along with the set of rows that are new for this separator.
Let the children separators be S j and S k , then R S =R Sj R Sk newrows(S). Dense matrix operations are once again applied as described earlier. In the case when a separator is assigned to a set of processors P, the dense matrix operations are applied in a distributed manner.
To bring forth issues in a distributed computation we describe in greater detail the processing at a separator S with structure given by struc(S). The associated rows can be rearranged into a matrix with j struc(S) j columns. A total of j S j column transformation steps are applied at the end of which the rst j S j rows of the triangular matrix form completed rows of the factor. The remaining rows participate in processing at a later separator. Prior to distributed dense computation at S, the associated set of processors communicate to wrap-map by rows the matrix at S. This requires a substantial communication overhead but serves to balance the load for applying distributed numeric transforms. In the case of orthogonal factorization, two communication steps are required for each column modi cation by row oriented Householder transforms. In a rst communication step, the two norm is gathered for scaling followed by communication to obtain a pivot row as a linear combination of active rows. Each gather requires log 2 jPj communication steps. In the case of Gaussian elimination, once again two communication steps are required per column; one to compute the pivot element as the maximum value in the given column over all active rows and a second to acquire the pivot row. However, the number of multiplications is one half that of row oriented Householder transforms because a linear combination of rows is not needed to compute a pivot row. In this formulation, we are using row pivoting at each step to study the e ects on performance in a worst-case sense. In practice, a threshold approach could be used to limit pivot searches and thereby communication. We would like to note for our implementation, the total arithmetic work over all processors may increase slightly with increasing the number of processors because of increases in some lower order cost terms associated with each distributed dense computation. For example, the cost of gathering a pivot row in the course of computing row oriented Householder transforms increases with the number of processors. In the case of computing R for overdetermined systems, Liu 32] observed that intermediate arithmetic work can be reduced by attempting to reduce the number of rows that are propagated up the tree. In other words, an attempt is made to reduce the size of the setR S .
Whenever u = jR S j is larger than v = jstruc(S)j, the last u?v rows can be completely zeroed out at separator S. This can be done by applying jstruc(S)j Householder transforms instead of jSj transforms. We adopt this general row merge approach described in greater detail in 37] for computing R for overdetermined systems.
3. Empirical Results. Our experiments were designed to ascertain the feasibility of our approach with respect to two key issues. The rst is the e cacy of our method in preserving sparsity in the factor; low ll results in low arithmetic costs. A second issue is that of performance on a parallel machine. As a consequence, we present two sets of experimental results. In the rst set, we compare the ll incurred by our scheme with that incurred by using well established serial algorithms. In the second set, we present times and execution rates achieved on the Intel iPSC/860 for symbolic factorization, Gaussian elimination and orthogonal factorization. Our results indicate that our method performs well with respect to both issues.
3.1. Sparsity of the factor. The formulation of the overall solution explicitly expresses the large grain parallelism arising from parallel NCND with parallel tree structured parallel computation of all remaining steps with log 2 P distributed stages. At the same time, it is important to consider the total arithmetic work for the factorization incurred for this method. For the parallel approach to be truly feasible, the arithmetic work should compare well with serial ordering methods. Two serial methods we use for comparison are those in Sparspak 3, 12] , namely, Automatic Nested Dissection (AND) and Multiple Minimum Degree (MMD) applied to the graph of G \ (A). Since the development of the Automatic Nested Dissection heuristic many newer serial nested dissection methods 2, 18, 30, 34, 36] have been developed. One of these heuristics is Spectral Nested Dissection (SND) 34, 36] and this is the third serial method we compare with. Once again, this ordering is applied to the graph of G \ (A). Multiple Minimum Degree is generally considered the method that leads to lowest ll and therefore comparison with it provides a stringent test.
The actual number of arithmetic operations performed during numeric factorization depends on several factors. This number is obviously di erent for Gaussian elimination and orthogonal factorization. Furthermore, for orthogonal factorization, the order in which rows are processed greatly a ects the amount of arithmetic work performed. Our approach uses the general row merge method 32], whereas the Sparspak implementation uses diagonal row pivoting 14]. To allow for objective comparison we use an upper bound on the number of nonzeroes in the upper triangular factor (as opposed to the actual number of oating point operations) as a measure of e cacy of each approach. This measure applies to both Gaussian elimination and orthogonal factorization since it does not depend on the actual numeric transforms. For Gaussian elimination this measure may be far too generous because the actual number would depend on the numeric values and pivoting choices. However, it is shown in 13] that the estimate is not inordinately generous for sparse systems associated with nite-element matrices. This measure is also independent of row-ordering and re ects the e ect of the llreducing and symbolic factorization algorithms. We report observed values of this measure for three serial ordering schemes as well as our approach for a set of twenty ve problems.
Most of the problems in our test suite arise from highly graded nite-element discretizations. Our test suite is limited because our method applies only to problems associated with an embedding in Euclidean space. Furthermore, even for such problems we often found that the geometric information had not been preserved along with the linear system. We generated some of the problems associated with 2 dimensional meshes using Patran, a commercially available nite-element package. Several others in both two and three dimensions were obtained from practical applications such as structural analysis of airfoils. The problems range in size from 460 to 16; 286 equations; these sizes are not suitable for observing speed-ups on current parallel architectures. But they do quite well for the task at hand, namely, comparing the e ectiveness of our approach with that of well known serial algorithms and implementations. These problems were used to to construct square systems with symmetric nonzero structure that are numerically nonsymmetric. For orthogonal factorization, we needed overdetermined 4 1,026 7,170 same as above sphere 5 4,098 28,674 same as above sphere 6 16,386 114,690 same as above Table 1 Description of Test Problems, Square A.
systems whose unknowns are associated with coordinates in Euclidean space. We generated problems associated with geodetic networks as described in 10]; these are labeled geo10, geo11 and geo12 in Table 2 . A problem labeled \geox" corresponds to the geodetic problem with \x" junction boxes and chain-lengths. There are two variables per vertex and two observations each for any set of four variables joined by an edge and any set of six vertices joined in a triangle. A description of the test suite is given in Tables 1 and 2 . We report on the number of o -diagonal nonzeroes in the factor in Table 3 . Note that for all the serial methods, the column ordering is followed symbolic factorization using the structure of A T A to determine that of the factor. But in our approach, Cartesian Nested Dissection is followed by structure estimation using the separator tree and unless the separators are minimal this could lead to an overestimate of the nonzero structure. The serial ordering methods are sensitive to the initial numbering of the columns. For all three serial methods, the result reported is the best (smallest number of o -diagonal nonzeroes in the factor) observed over over six di erent initial numberings, ve random ones and the numbering in which the problem was given to us. The worst ll observed over all numberings is approximately fteen percent Table 2 Description of Geodetic Network Problems, Overdetermined A.
of the value reported. The ll incurred by our approach is not sensitive to the initial column ordering but can vary with the value of the balance factor. The balance factor < (1=2) is a value used in NCND to compute small separators subject to the constraint that a subgraph be split into pieces that contain at least times the number of vertices. The column labeled \NCND" contains the best result for our approach over 5 di erent balance factor values in the range 0:3 to 0:4. For the problems in the test suite the total ll increased by at most ten percent of the reported value for di erent choices of in the speci ed range. The worst (largest) value of the measure over all methods is typeset in boldface for each problem in the test suite. The numbers in Table 3 demonstrate that our parallel method incurs ll within a small constant factor of that of Multiple MinimumDegree which is considered to be the most e ective practical serial sparsity preserving ordering. Not surprisingly, the Multiple Minimum Degree ordering leads to the lowest ll in all cases except two. The performance of Spectral Nested Dissection is close to that of Multiple Minimum Degree. The Automatic Nested Dissection ordering results in the largest ll for fourteen of the problems while our method leads to largest ll for ten of the problems. Interestingly, four of these ten problems are those we constructed with Patran as di cult test cases for our NCND algorithm. These problems have very highly graded elements and dense subregions located such that our heuristic would nd it hard to construct small separators for a balance constraint in the range 0:3 to 0:4. A fth problem for which our method has the largest ll is the regular grid; however, our method computes width-2 separators, which result in arithmetic work that is within a small constant factor of the optimal value. For problems in the test suite, on the average our approach incurs 1:35 times the ll incurred by Multiple Minimum Degree and as a consequence, the total arithmetic work could be larger by a factor of two. However, our parallel ordering heuristic does give a balanced supernodal tree which is more suitable for parallel numeric computation.
Performance of a parallel implementation. Our algorithms were implemented
on the Intel iPSC/860 in C with message passing extensions. The computation was done in single precision with assembler coded \saxpy" routines. We report on symbolic and numeric factor times for a set of large problems. We do not report on triangular solution times since they are similar to those in 25] for a symmetric, positive de nite A.
Our test suite is limited by the fact that we required large problems associated with an embedding (for CND). The set of square problems correspond to the regular grid in six sizes (gxxx) and the graded pinched hole (gphx), the graded six-hole (g6hx) and the graded hollow square (ghsx), in three sizes each. The graded problems were generated using Patran and are highly irregular; they are larger versions of those used in the test suite for comparison with serial codes. We also generated overdetermined systems associated with geodetic networks; again these are larger versions of those used in the earlier test set. CND produces ideal separators for problems associated with the regular grid; for all other problems we used a balance constraint of :4. The problems are described in Table 3 Number of O -diagonal Nonzeroes (in thousands) in the Factor.
the total number of oating point operations required for Gaussian elimination. For a given square problem, this value is half the number required for computing R using Householder transforms for our implementation using dense kernels as described earlier. Table 5 contains the time to perform parallel NCND and redistribution of data. The rows of the matrix are initially mapped to processors without any consideration of locality with the i?th row assigned to processor numbered (i mod P). Distributed NCND is applied to identify P local regions. A redistribution step is then applied which requires communication among all processors and serves to redistribute data for the all remaining steps of the entire solution process including the local phase of the ordering. We provide the total ordering (Ord.) and redistribution (Rdst.) times for a few representative problems of each type in Table 5 . We refer the reader to 26] for a detailed study of the performance of parallel CND. The results in Table 5 are meant to provide a sense of the relative cost of the di erent steps in the solution process. Ordering and numeric factorization form the two computationally expensive steps and in terms of the total number of operations the numeric factorization step is dominant. But a direct comparison of the time for ordering against that of numeric factorization in Tables 7 and  8 does not fully reveal this di erence in the total number of operations of the two steps. The parallel ordering code involves traversing lists with indirection, and such computation is much Table 4 Description of Large Test Problems.
slower on a cache-based machine such as the Intel iPSC/860, whereas, the computations in numeric factorization essentially involve assembler coded dense matrix operations that utilize the machine e ectively to achieve very high execution rates. Despite this handicap, for all problems except the overdetermined geodetic problem, the time for numeric factorization is the dominant cost. Our parallel NCND code currently does not e ectively exploit the occurrence of several rows with the same sparsity structure. This is indeed the case for the geodetic problem and a suitable modi cation should reduce the parallel ordering time by a suitable constant. Table 6 contains the time in seconds for parallel symbolic factorization using the separator tree. It also contains the largest number of oating point operations performed at any one processor (once again, twice this number is required for Householder transforms) for 8 through 128 processors. The symbolic factor times are very small owing to our formulation in terms of the separator tree, and even these small time requirements are decreased with a larger number of processors. For P processors, we compute the ratio of the actual load to the \ideal" load where we de ne the ideal load as the serial cost divided by the value of P. We present the range of this ratio over di erent values of P in the column labeled \Load Ratio" in Table 4 . This range of ratios indicates that our ordering with a balance constraint of 0:4, results in at worst a load that is 3.9 times the ideal and in most cases it is within a factor of two of the ideal load. Furthermore, from Table 6 , the largest load at any processor is approximately halved upon doubling the number of processors. These results suggest that for the test problems our approach succeeds in balancing loads within a small constant of the ideal value for varying numbers of processors.
Our algorithms exploit task parallelism by allowing computations on disjoint subtrees to Table 5 Time (in seconds) for parallel NCND ordering and redistribution.
occur on disjoint sets of processors. Given the tree structure, such functional or task parallelism decreases towards the root while the tasks become larger, making data-parallelism within each task more viable. This data-parallelism is exploited by means of dense distributed kernels. For the architecture at hand, the communication to computation ratio is very high and this makes the distributed dense factorization kernels achieve low execution rates for dense matrices of the relatively small size that occur during sparse computations. Over all our test problems, the largest dense matrices vary in size from 100 to about 1400. Furthermore, we use full rowpivoting for Gaussian elimination with the matrix wrapped by rows, and of the possible dense distributed Gaussian elimination kernels, this tends to perform worse than those with full rowpivoting and column wrap-mapping 9]. A similar statement is true of distributed Householder transforms 27]. However, row oriented schemes t naturally with sparse factorization and are also suitable for exploiting parallelism in the triangular solution to follow. In spite of these limitations, we do observe speed-ups on increasing the problem size while increasing the number of processors. We also see higher execution rates on moving to larger problems for the same number of processors. Tables 7 and 8 contain times in seconds for the two numeric schemes. The times include all overheads, such as allocating storage and copying dense matrices. The numbers in each column correspond to execution times and rates for a xed number of processors over all problems. This execution rate is arrived at by allowing a count of one per oating point multiply-add pair; symbolic operations are not counted and neither are overhead operations such as those used to initialize a vector to contain zeroes. The problems are listed in increasing order of size and are grouped by problem type. Numbers in boldface represent the best execution time (rate) for a given problem. On comparing the results in the two tables, it can be seen that higher execution rates are achieved for orthogonal factorization than for Gaussian elimination for the same problem. This occurs because although both schemes have the same communication costs, these costs are amortized over twice the number of oating point operations in orthogonal factorization. For each problem type, execution rates increase down a column for either method, indicating that processor utilization increases as the problem size increases. For a given problem type, the best execution rates migrate to columns with more processors upon increasing the problem size. The execution rate for Gaussian elimination reaches 264 M ops with 128 processors, while that for orthogonal factorization reaches 464 M ops. In terms of the recent practice of counting a oating point multiply-add pair as two operations, these results amount to an execution rate of over one-half G ops for sparse Table 6 Time (in seconds) for Symbolic Factorization and Critical Cost (in millions).
Gaussian elimination and almost one G ops for orthogonal factorization. The results are for computing in single precision. We also observed execution times using double precision arithmetic; our experiments indicate that if double precision arithmetic is used the execution time increases typically by a factor in the range 1:2 ? 1:4.
To better understand the signi cance of the execution rates, we consider execution rates reported by Demmel et al 6] for distributed dense LU and QR factorization of a square matrix of size 5000 with 128 processors on the Intel iPSC/860. The total arithmetic work in the dense case is comparable to that required for the largest sparse problem,`g700.' The execution rate in double-precision with a two-dimensional mapping of the matrix onto processors is 1G ops for LU, and 1:5 G ops of QR when a oating point multiply-add pair is counted as two operations. It is indeed encouraging to observe that our sparse codes (in single precision) achieve at least one half the respective execution rates despite all the overheads of assembling and managing the stack during multifrontal computation.
Although sparse distributed orthogonal factorization given serial symbolic computation has been considered by other researchers, a direct comparison with other work is often not feasible because of di erences in problem sets, symbolic steps, number of processors, and the multiprocessor used. A problem which eliminates the e ect of symbolic steps and is thus a suitable candidate for comparison is the model overdetermined least squares problem on a k k grid, with (k ? 1) (k ? 1) small squares each associated with four observations in the four variables at the corners. This problem is studied with a`theoretical' nested dissection ordering in which separators are formed by unknowns along horizontal and vertical lines of the grid. NCND with a balance factor close to (1/2) leads to exactly such an ordering and an analysis for our orthogonal factorization scheme is very similar to that in 37]. In a recent report, Sun 43] Table 8 Execution Time (in seconds) and Rate (in M ops) for Distributed Orthogonal Factorization.
along a ring of processors; the other is the method developed earlier by Chu and George 4] . For k = 255 with 32 processors and double precision implementation, the factorization time reported for method of Chu and George is 34:7 seconds; that for Sun's scheme is 9:4 seconds. For our method, the same problem required 8:9 seconds in single precision and 11:5 seconds for double precision which is quite comparable to the performance of Sun's scheme. 4 . Conclusions. We have developed a uni ed scheme for solving nonsymmetric sparse systems on parallel machines using either Gaussian elimination or orthogonal factorization. Unlike earlier work, the symbolic steps are also executed in parallel. Parallel CND is extended to compute an ordering using a compact representation of the column intersection graph of A and the resulting separator tree is used both to estimate the structure of the factor and to allocate data for the remaining numeric steps. The data assignment based on the separator tree allows tasks in disjoint subtrees to be computed on disjoint processor subsets. With respect to ll incurred, our approach is comparable to the serial Automatic Nested Dissection ordering heuristic but does indeed incur more ll than serial Multiple Minimum Degree. However, some of that extra ll can be reduced simply by applying Multiple Minimum Degree after parallel NCND is used to identify as many local subgraphs as the number of processors. Finally, even though the ll and arithmetic operations required are higher than for a scheme based on serial Multiple Minimum Degree, the separator tree is well balanced and suitable for parallel numeric factorization.
The parallel performance observed on the Intel iPSC/860 is encouraging; despite the large communication to computation ratio of the machine, we were able to obtain an execution rate of more than 2 M ops per processor with 128 processors for Gaussian elimination with row pivoting. Almost twice that execution rate is observed for orthogonal factorization.
Our results indicate that that our approach is indeed feasible. Our implementation uses simple row-wrap mapped distributed dense matrix kernels that tend to perform poorly for both Gaussian elimination with row pivoting and orthogonal factorization with Householder transforms. We are hopeful that performance will scale better 41] by incorporating more recent distributed dense kernels 6] that map blocks of a matrix to a processor (as opposed to rows) to reduce communication requirements.
This work completes the development of a suite of parallel algorithms for sparse systems reported in 24, 25, 39]. As a next step, we plan to study the e ect of using more recent blocked distributed dense kernels. We also plan to investigate the impact of ordering and data re-assignment strategies on the performance of the overall distributed sparse factorization process. 5 . Acknowledgements. Thanks to Oak Ridge National Laboratory and to Judy Green for providing access to the Intel iPSC/860. Grateful acknowledgements to Michael T. Heath, an anonymous referee, and the editor for several suggestions that improved the presentation.
